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Be it known that I, ARTHUR K. KNICKE? 

BOCIKER, a citizen of the United States, resid 
ing at Crosby, in the county of Crow Wing 
and State of Minnesota, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Toys, 
of which the following is a Specification. 
This inwention relates to certain new and 

useful imprOwements in toys, and more par 
ticularly refers to that class of toy which is 
designed to stimulate the imagination of a 
child along the lines of building and con 
structive work. 

Heretofore, the only building blocks used 
for toys were the ordinary building blocks, 
and: while these give the child a certain 
amount of pleasure and amusement, it 
teaches him nothing in the way of the mix 
ing and making of concrete structures. 
One of the objects of my invention, there 

fore, is to provide for the' instruction of 
childrend, more eSpecially those between the 
"years. of eight and seventeen, in the art or 
practice of the manipulation of concrete ma 
terial for building purposes and to advance 
the inventive instinct of the child so that it 
may wary the structures it;" builds in length, 
breadth and shape. 

Another object of my invention is to pro 
wide simple and suitable forms for the con 
struction Of miniature Concrete structural 
work So designed that while Securing a great 
warriety of_structures, such as houses, barns, 
Walls, bridges, etc. Will require the child, 
after hawing used the plates, etc. to form 
the frame, to mix the concrete and to pour it 
into the forms as it is done in real life in the 
building of concrete structures. 

(}ne of the features of the invention is the 
make-up of the Walt plates, which consists 

" (of a flat bar or plate of metal, the upper and 
lower side edges of which are bent, at right 
angles to its body and each provided with a 
5eries of equi-distantly located apertures for 
the reception of the bracing · bars. This 
make-up or design of the wall plate is seen 
throughout practically the " entire Series of 
plateS or bars constituting the toy, although 

as in the roof members, some forms of the 
plateS are warried to a considerable extent, 
the Same design or pattern exists also in 
them. 
A further object of my invention is to pro 

wide forms, adapted to be remowably' at 
taghed, during the course of construction, to 
base, but which after the pourring and Set 

ting Of the concrete, can be readily detached 
and used again for the formation of another 
structure. 
A still further object_of my invention is 

tO. SO COnStruct my toy that it will have the 
adwantages of great durability and yet 
marked simplicity as a whole and in respect 
of each of its component_parts, so that its 
manufacture is economically facilitated both 
aS regards production of the parts and their 
assembly. x 

With these and other objects in 'view 
which may be incident to my improvements, 
the invention consists in the parts and com 
binations to be hereinafter "set' .. forth and 
claimed, With the understanding that the . 
$eweral neceSSary elements comprising my 
inwention may be waried in construction, 
prOportionS and arrangement, without de- · 

` parting from the Spirit, and scope of the ap 
pended claims. • 
In order to make my invention more 

clearly understood, I have shown in the ac- . 
companying drawings means for carrying 
the same into practical effect without limit 
ing the imprOwements in their useful appli 
cations to the particular constructions, which 
for the purpose of explanation have been 
made the Subject of illustration. 

In the drawings :- ^ 
Figure_1 is a perspective view showing the 

assembled forms for the walls of a miniature 
structure, Such as a barma, Or house 
roof off, and with one corner’ broken away 
so that the interior construction may be 
clearly seem; ~ ^ 
Figure 2 is a · perspective wiew · of unit 

forms for a Small opening Or window; 
Figure 8 is a horizontal cross section there 

of through the finished window, showing the 
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side grooves for the WindoW lights and the 
latter in place; · 

Figure 4 shows a cross section through the 
eaves of a roof; ~ 

Figure 5 is a cross section through the 
peak of a roof; ^ 

Figure 6 is a perspective wieW showing 
forms for the construction of a large Open 
ing, such as a window or door ; and 

Figures ? and f* are perspective views 
showing the forms used in the "construction 
of a pitch roof. ~ 
A reference letter applied to designate a 

given part is used to designate such part 
Wherewer the Same appears throughout the 
Seweral wiews of the drawings. ? . 

Referring to Figure 1, the frame of the 
structure or building is designed to be of 
the shape of a holloW Square or rectangle 
comprising foundation . plates i prowided 
with * apertures 2, upon " which plates the 
walls of the building are to be reared. The 
Walls are designed to be hollow, comprising 
an outer frame and an inner frame each com 
sisting of a series of metallic Wall plates or 
side forms of a standard size, the body 8 
thereof hawing its lower edge 4 and its upper 
edge · 5 each bent at a right angle to the 
"body, said edges being ' prowided With a 
series of apertures 6. The foundation plateS 
are, of the same length and of the Samé 
width, including their edges, as the wall 
plates, and the apertures in the foundation 
plates and in the edges of the wall plates 
correspond one with the other. The height 
of the Wall is determined by the number of 
the Wall plates, the several plates being held 
together by round metallic bracing rods? 
which extend through the apertures in the 
edgeS Of the respective plates. The inner 
Wall construction is simply a duplication of 
the outer wall, except for the corner forms 
to be hereimafter described. 
The adjacent ends of the wall plates are ' 

.held together by small auxiliary plates. 8 
which are apertured and through which the 
bracing rods 't extend, thus uniting the ad 
jacent wall plates firmly together. 

In addition to the above, I prowide corner 
forms 9 and 10, the former being for the 
outside of the building, and the latter of the 
same configuration but somewhat Smaller 
for the inside corner structure. These are 
held to the side frames by the bracing rods 
f' in the same manner as the side frames are 
held together. ^ ~ 

In order to give the Walls more stability 
during the process of constructing the 
building, tie rods. 11 hawing bent ends 12 
are used between the inner walls, the ends ? 
of Such rods passing downwardly through 
the apertures in the side forms so as to link 
the Opposite inner Walls together. Across 
the top Of the walls are placed reinforcing 
crOSS baTS 18 and 14, which hold steady both 
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the inner and outer Walls. Said bars are 
flat in cross section. The reinforcing · bar 
18 has its central or body ·portion raised 
above the end portions 15, which are some 
what depressed and provided with apertures 
through. which the bracing bars pass. The 
reinforcing bar 14 has its body or central 
portion depressed and its ends 16 somewhat 

| raised and provided with apertures through 
which the bracing bars pass. · The object 
in having the bo? portion of the bar - 18 

| raised and the body portion of the bar 14 
depressed is to enable the two bars to be 
readily placed at right angles one acroSS the 
other without interference. ~ 
Referring to R'igure 2, showing the struc 

ture designed for a small WindoW, the same 
consists of frame-like forms 17 and 18 which 
have the Same standard height and length 
as the side forms save for the cut-away por 
tion, the tWo forms together making one 
Opening of the size shown for the reception 
of the Window form 19. Flat finishing 
plates 20 are positioned at the top and bot 
tom of the Window to close the completed 
form, which extends ower into similar ad 
jacent forms. As_seen in Figure 8, the form 
19 has pressed therein on " each side, two 
groOwes 21 for', the purpose of receiving 
lights 22 for the Windows; these lights may 
be made of either oiled paper or mica and 
are Set within the grooves therein. When 
it is desired to make a larger window than 
that shown in Figure 2, or , to make a dool' 
Opening, one or more intermediate units, 
Such as the units 28 shown in Figure 6), are 
used instead, and should it . be desired to 
increase the width of the opening, the same 
may be done by inserting at the top and 
bottom between the forms numbered 17 and 
18 in Figure 2, a form equal to the standard 
Wall plates shown in Figure 1. 

Figures 4 and Õ show sections through a 
roof at the eaves, and at the ridge respec 
tively. The roof requires special units, such 

· aS inner eave unit 25 and outer eawe units 
26. and 2f shown in Figure, 4, and inner 
ridge units28 and outer ridge units . 29 
shown in Figure 5; the two upper ridge 
units of the roof are properly spaced and se 
cured together at the ridge by a staple or 
bent bar 8J. 
These roof units are of a somewhat irreg 

ular configuration as compared with those 
heretOfore shown and described, but they 
are provided each with upper and lower 
apertured edges through which the usual 

| bracing rods are inserted to hold the forms in_prOper position. 
In constructing forms for a gable, an 

other Special unit is provided such as 82 in 
Figure ?, the lower eave corner being shown 
broken away so as to show the interior. Tho 
roof forms are of unit construction and 
similar in general to the forms shown ir? 
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Figure 1, and are attached and held to 
gether in like manner, that is to Say by the 
bracing rods. To give additional stability 
to the gable form, it is prOwided with a Wing 
Set 88, which is Secured to the gable by bolts 
84 passing through apertures in the respec 
tive adjacent roof members. ~ 

it is the intention of the inventor that the 
manufacturer shall furnish with each set 
of building forms, unit, Sacks of cement and 
Sand , and instructions for mixing these in 
proper proportions. After the forms for 
a wall, building or other structure are as 
sembled by the child, he will mix up the con 
crete batch and pour it in the openings left 
between the inside and outside forms. When 
the concrete has set the forms may be 
easily remowed by pulling out the bracing 
rods by which they are held together. In 
making a barn, house, or other structure 
where a roof is required, the wall plates are 
left in place until the whole structure is 

· completed. The Walls of the structure are 
poured first, and as seen in Figure 4, a 
groowe81 may be made lengthwise of the 
finished wall by means of a simple rod or 
tool to be furnished as a part of the toy 
outfit. When the concrete in the side Walls 
becomes hardened, the reinforcing cross bars 
are remowed. The roof forms may be then 
placed in position and the roof formed by 
pouring the concrete batch through the 
ridge opening, the groowe_81 making an ef 
fective bond between Walls and roof. If 

*'' desired, the roofs · may be reinforced with 
fine mesh wire laid in place after the inside 

| roof forms are assembled and before the 
outside forlms are positioned. : The use of 
Such reinforcing means would give the child 
additional instruction and experience in re 
inforced concrete practice. . . " " . 
When the concrete in the finished struc 

ture has set, the forms are remowed; in case 
of the roof structure, the inside forms are 
remowed by simply turning the building up 
side down, when all the $ rods and 
forms may easily be. detached. · · · 
While in the accompanying drawings but 

one - type of toy structure has been shown; 
namely, a house or barn hawing a gable roof, 
the Same principles and types of_forms may 
be applied to the construction of any other 
common structures, Such as office buildings, 
farm buildings, churches, silos, bridges, 
forts, etc. etc., it being intended to apply 
the use of forms of the type described, and 
the principles outlined, to the construction 

' of_all manner of structures, 
In putting the toyS upon the market, they 

will be manufactured and furnished ? in 
graduated Sets, that is to Say, in Sets designed 
for the construction of the · Simplest struc 
tures for the Small child, up to sets designed 
for more complicated designs as the child 
becomeS a youth. * • 

33 

· Each set will be shipped in a box or con 
taimer .. together with a book of instructions 
and a few simple tools to aid the child in 
his Work. ~ 

I claim : ~ 

1. In a toy of the character described, a 
Of a metailic plate, the upper and lower hori 
ZOntal edges of which are bent at right an 
gles to the body thereof and prowided with 
Spaced apertures, forms for openings, adapt 
ed to be used with the wall plates, whose up 
per and lower edges are provided with aper 
tures, and bracing rods which extend 
through the Wall plate and the form for 
Openings and hold the two securely to 
gether. ? 

2. In a toy of the character described, a 
Wail plate for building purposes consisting 
of a metallic plate, the upper and lower 
horizontal edges of which are bent at right 

0 

| Wall plate_for_building purposes consisting ? 

angles to the body thereof, and prowided · 
with Spaced apertures, and forms for open 
ingS to be used with the wall plates, whose 
upper and lower edges are provided with 
apertures, and finishing plates having aper 
tures to be used abowe' and below said form 
for openings, and bracing rods which ex 
tend through the wall plate, and the form 
for Openings and the auxiliary plates and 
hold them Securely together. 

8. In a toy of the character described, a 
Wall plate for building purposes consisting 
of a metallic plate, the upper and lower 

| horizontal edges of which are bent at right 
angles to the body thereof and prowided with 
Spaced.apertures, forms for openings to be 
used with the wall plates, whose upper and 
lower edges are prowided , with apertures, 
and finishing plates having apertures to be 
used with such forms for topenings, flat 
foundation plates provided with apertures, 
upon which the Wallplates rest, and bracing 
rods which extend through the · wail plates, 
the forms for openings, finishing plates, and 
into the apertures in the foundation plates 
Whereby the entire structure is securely held 
together. · · · · ~ 

| ? 4. In a toy of the character" described, flat ’, rectangular plates provided with a series of 
apertures along each long side, a series of 
Wall plates for building purposes, consist 
ing each of a metallic plate, the upper and 
lower horizontal edges of which are bent. 
at right angles to the body thereof and pro 
wided with a series of apertures which cor 
respond with the apertures in the founda 
tiOm plates, and bracing rods which pass 
through the apertured edges of the wall 
plates , and , fit" into the apertures in the 
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foundation plates to hold' the foundation ? 
plates and the . Wall plates Securely together. 

5. in a toy of the character described, flat 
rectangular foundation plates pro wided with 
a Series of apertures on each long side, a se 180 
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ries of Wall plateS for building purposes, com 
sisting each of metallic plates, the upper and 
lower horizontal edges of which are bent at 
right angles to the body thereof and pro 
wided with a series of apertures which cor 
respond to the apertures in the foundation 
plates, reinforcing cross bars with apertured 
ends which extend across the uppet' walls of 
the building, and bracing n'ods which pass 
through the apertured ends of said cross 
bars, the apertured edges of the wall plates 
and the apertures in the foundation plates 
and hold the several parts firmly together. 

6. In a toy of the character described, flat 
rectangular foundation plates provided with 
a Series of Spaced apertures along e:uch long 
Side, a serieS of Wall plates for building pur 
pOSeS COnsisting each of a metallic plate, the 
upper and lower horizontal edges of which 
are bent at right, angles to the body thereof 
and pI'Owided With a Series of Spaced aper 
tures which correspond With the ape1'tures 
in the foundation plates, bracing arods 
which pass through the apertured edges of 
the wall plates and into the apertures in the 
foundation plates, and reinforcing Cross 
bars which extend across the upper walls 
Of the building hawing :apertured ends lying 
in a different plane from the body of the 
croSS bar, said cross bars being held in p0 
sition by the same bracing rods which hold 

.. together the foundation plates and the wall 
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plateS. 
'''. In a toy of the character described, 

fdat rectangular foundatiom plates prOwided 
with a series of apertures along ea('ll long 
side, a Series of Wall plates for building pur 
pOSes adapted to be Superimposed One upon 
the other, each consisting of a metai plate, 
the upper and lower horizontal edges of 
Which are bent at right angles to the body 
th(el'eof and p}'Owidled with a series of a?per 
tures which correspond with the apertures 
in the , foundation plates, bracing rods 
paSSed tlar'ough the apertures in the edges of 
the Wall plates, and into the apertuares in the 
foundation plates, and reinfo1'cing cross bars 
Which extend across the upper Walls of the 
building, h:awing apertured ends, which 
c1'OSS bars are held in place by the same 
bracing ]'Ods which hold togethe;' the foun 
dation plates and the wall plates. 

8. in a tOy Of the character desc1'ibed, the 
combination with an interior Walt :a ind an 
exterior wall in sp:uced relation one to the 
other', said walls composed of a series Of wer 
tically disposed rectangular Wall plates, the 
upper and lower lhorizontal edges (of which 
:are apertured, and l'einforcing (*r0SS bars 
having apertured ends extending from side 
to Side acroSS the tW'O Spaced Walls to assist 
in firmly holding the structure together, 
of auxiliary apertured plates extending 
from One wall plate to the adjacent, . Wall 
plate in the Same plane, Of wertica.ity extend 
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ing.detachable bracing.bars paSSing thrQugh 
Said apertured edges of the respective plates 
and the ends of the reinforcing croSS bars, 
to unite Said plateS and bars into a firmly 
built Wall structure. 

9. In a toy of the character described, a 
mold for concrete buildings including an 
inner and outer Supporting wall each Spaced 
one from the other and formed of longitudi 
nal and wertical Wall plates comprising a 
metallic body with uppen' and lower aper 
tured edges bent at right angles thereto, aux 
iliary apertured plates which extend be 
yond the longitudinal edges of the Wall 
plates to the adjacent, wall plates, and brac 
ing rods which paSS through the apertured 
edges of the wall plates and the auxiliary 
plates and detachably secure them one to the 
other to form a wall. 

10. Hn a toy of the character described, in 
a, mold for concrete buildings, mold sections 
each comprising a serieS of longitudinal and 
wertical wall plates having a metallic body 
With upper and lower apertured edges bent 
at right_angles thereto, auxiliary plates ex 
tending beyond the longitudinal edges of the 
wall plates to unite such adjacent plates tO 
gether, and bracing rods which pass through 
the upper and lower edges and the auxiliary 
plates and adjustably secure the building 
bars together. ^ 

11. In a toy of the character described 
COnStructed of an inner aund outer section 
between which concrete may be poured, the 
combination with a Wall plate for building 
purposes consisting of a metallic plate, the 
upper and lower horizontal edges 'of wlhicla 
are bent at right angles to the body thereof 
and prowided with equidistantly spaced ap 
ertures, forms for Openings, adapted to be 
used with the Wall plates, whose uppet' :and 
lower edges are prowided with correspond 
ing apertures, and bracing rods which ex 
tend through the wall plates and the forms 
for Openings to hold the two Securely to 
gether to form wertical inner and Outer 
Walls, of roofing plates of :u. construction like 
tO the Wall plates to form inner and Oute]]' 
roofing Walls, other detachable bracing rods 
to hold the .Samae in proper position, and in 
termediate ea.we plates connecting the inne1' 
and Outer Walls of the roofing plates with 
the wertical building plates. 

12. Im a toy of the character' · described 
Constructed of an inner and outer se('tion 
between which concrete may be poured, tho 
Combination with a wall plate for build 
ing purpOSeS cOnsisting of a met:alli(? plate, 
the upper' and lower horizontal edges ()f 
Which are bent at right angles to the body 
thereof and prOwided with equidist:?ntly 
Spaced apertures, forms for Openings, 
adapted to be used with the wall plates. 
Whose upper and lower edges are pro wided 
With corresponding apertures, bracing rods 
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which extend through the Wall plates and 
the forms for openings to hold the two se 
curely together to form a wertical inner 
and outer Wall, of roofing plates of a con 
struction like to the Wall plates to form 
inner and Outer roofing Walls, other detach 
able bracing rods to hold the Same in prop 

er position, intermediate eave plates connect 
ing the inner and outer Walls of the roofing 
plates with the wertical building plates, and 10 
detachable gable plates and ridge plates 
for the ends and top of the roof respectively. 
In testimony whereof I affix my Signature. y 
ARTHUR. K. KNICKERBOCKER. 


